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E-mail : associazionelorber@alice.it

Dear Lorber’s friends from all over the world,
about 40 Lorber’s friends of different nationalities want to talk to each other and exchange ideas,
suggestions and explanations to understand better and better the monumental and wonderful work
of God, our Lord, Creator, Friend and Brother Jesus.
It's a priceless treasure in which He addresses humanity so that His creatures become
spontaneously "His children", because he too has our own need, and that is to live with other
living beings, in beautiful and loving companionship.
Let us begin to know the Italian Group, in the hope that the presidents and / or heads of groups of
other nations send the history of their nation to “Jakob Lorber International” and so we can
publish it in the next Journals.
Through this initiative, we found that in Italy came out a "book-extract" (from Lorber’s work of)
called: "END OF THE WORLD" by 2031 - How to save themselves from the Apocalypse, while
in Germany there is even a Web site called "JESUS 2030" (JESUS2030), whose promoters
foresaw the "END OF THE WORLD" at about the same date. (For "END OF THE WORLD" we
mean the "DEATH OF BAD and THE BIRTH OF A NEW ERA with the GOOD").
Both in the book that in the Site, there is the following revelation:
(Jesus of Nazareth says when he was about 30 years:)
[GEJ.06_174,07] From the present time onward, however, there will not pass 2000 yearsin full till

it will be given free rein to the great judgment; [...].
[GEJ.06_174,08] Only at that time Paradise on Earth will be restored, and the wolf and the

lamb shall dwell in peace in the same stable and will feed from the same trough".
Dear Lorber’s friends from around the world, in the hope that WE all we will deserve to live in this
upcoming "Paradise on Earth" (Lord! Close both eyes and also put US Lorber’s friends - still
sinners - in this Heavenly Paradise on Earth!), let's start a little 'to know us better, BEFORE we
start to talk about the most beautiful, important and useful existential TOPICS, and understand
them with the help of experts on Lorber from any nation. Let us begin to know the "ITALIAN
GROUP".
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

HOW WERE LORBER’S WORLD GROUPS BORN ?
WHAT HAVE THEY DONE AND WHAT DO THEY DO TODAY ?
– LET’S BEGIN TO KNOW THE "ITALIAN GROUP" –
How Lorber's work in Italy and the GROUP for printing and divulgation was "born". (Summary):
– 1924 : Piacentini Salvatore, Trieste, begins to translate in his manuscript Lorber’s work, taking
about 10 years. He will translate almost all of it.
– 1967 : a group of Lorber’s lovers from Trieste, led by Paronit Egidio, begins to typewrite
Piacentini’s manuscript, by typing various thin sheets with carbon paper inserted between
a sheet and another. They will take years to make a few copies of the entire opera.
Battistella Clara will translate few other volumes.
– 1985 : Zanella Quinto, from Belluno, begins to make the first photocopies, using a single
copier. It will take him even months to photocopy A whole work consisting of 10,000
copies. Da Ros Pietro, from Padua, "will burn" 4 copiers to make and distribute 200
Lorber’s works, taking many years. Baron Nazareno, from San Donà di Piave, will
photocopy the work and distribute it among few lovers.
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– 1995 : Vesco Giuseppe, from Venice, along with Magnani Ermanno from Milan, creates the
Italian Group " LORBER’S FRIENDS " at the Agape Hotel in Milan, in the presence of
about 30 lovers from all over Italy and the holder of the Lorber Verlag Zluhan Friedrich
and his son Manuel. Since that time, a monthly journal is born and Lorber’s work begins
to be distributed in photocopies with great divulgation, since it is possible to produce
and distribute different Complete Works in only one week.
– 1998 : the JAKOB LORBER ASSOCIATION, based in Venice
(pictured right) is born. The Founders: Pazzini Alfio, Celli
Andrea, Fabbri Ilario, Denti Massimo and Magnani
Ermanno elect president Vesco Giuseppe (pictured
right). In about 20 years of work by about 70 members,
translators and collaborators, the entire work THE NEW
REVELATION will be completed and turned in 36 books.
– 2000 : the publishing house "THE NEW REVELATION", based in Venice and financed by the
Association, is born. The Publisher may distribute many books in a single day.
– 2001 : the ASSOCIATION JAKOB LORBER creates the Web
site http://www.jakoblorber.it.
Thanks to this site, Lorber’s work is very much in
demand and lovers and researchers begin to come, a
part of which joins the Association and gives its help.
– 2006 : the JAKOB LORBER ASSOCIATION invites Lorber’s friends from around the world to a
"Meeting in Venice" to create a FILM on the work THE NEW REVELATION.
21 lovers from the following countries take
part: Italy, Austria, Germany, Holland,
Switzerland, Slovenia and Brazil. (pictured right).
Other 30 Lorberians from around the world
support the initiative, but cannot participate. It is
decided the title of the film: WHY 'WE ARE
HERE, but the initiative ends in a short time
due to lack of funding.
The president of the Association carries out "draft-Ciak", but stops at the sixth, as to
make a summary of Lorber’s work a team of international experts is needed.
– 2008 : the JAKOB LORBER ASSOCIATION authorizes Frosio
Damiano (pictured right) to found the Publisher
"JESUS 'The New Revelation", based in Bergamo
(pictured right), replacing the previous one. The
agreement provides that the Association will remain
"in charge " only of Lorber’s work, while the Publisher
can print also books of other mystics.
– 2008 : inauguration of the "SHOW OF LORBER", at the headquarters of the Association, with
three scientific prototypes, built by following the instructions of the Lord: SUN, MOON,
NEPTUNE. (Photo below)

Subsequently also the Sphinx. Since the prototypes are very expensive, the cheaper
"short films": UNIVERSE, SPHINX and BREATH OF THE EARTH are preferred.
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– 2009 : a group of Italians go to Austria to visit the tomb of Lorber, the Reinerkogel hill where
spiritually Jesus put His feet in 1850 and the Mount Koralpe to see the "white stones"
from the planet destroyed about 6000 years ago, which was located in the orbit
between Mars and Jupiter. All this thanks to the guiding of the Austrian friends Jaritz
Gerhard and Groinig-Golja Burgunde. The most beautiful trip for those who have
studied the NEW REVELATION.

– 2011 : the issuer "RADIO RANGE 5" invites the president of
the Association to talk about Jakob Lorber. In two-hour
broadcast, the president also explains the
catastrophic future that awaits humanity, in addition
to the "message of hope" to the "good" people that will
be part of the forthcoming new era of peace and love
with our Lord Jesus.
– 2012 : the Publisher "JESUS The New Revelation" exhibits the Lorber’s work at the
INTERNATIONAL BOOK FAIR in Turin. (Photo below).

– 2012 : Eng. Anziano Gennaro, Caserta, begins to carry out
the "LORBER’S DICTIONARY" and posts it on the
Site http://www.nuovaera.org.

– 2012 : the Publisher "JESUS 'The New Revelation" begins a
series of conferences on the work THE NEW
REVELATION in an esoteric library in Milan, with the
rapporteur Pasetti Luciano from Bergamo. Also this
year, 2015, in February, there was a conference in
Modena, at the "CULTURAL CENTER THE TREE".

– 2012 : the president of the Association "convinces" two
peddlers to sell Lorber’s books in "Antiques Markets"
in the provinces of Padua, Treviso and Verona. The
Association donates them to the Peddlers, who sell
them at Euro 3.00 each. The purpose is the
SPREADING.
Photo right: Market in Portobuffolè (TREVISO)
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– 2012 : the JAKOB LORBER ASSOCIATION signs the contract with the publishing house "CIRCLE OF
THE MOON" in Verona for the sale of 9-books excerpts of Lorber’s work. (Photo below). The
two authors (Vincenzo Manzoni and Giuseppe Vesco) donate the profits to the Association.

– 2013 : a new friend of Piedmont, Ferraresi Stefania, who has just started reading Lorber,
devotes a Showcase of its Tobacconist’s exclusively to Lorber ‘s books.
The shop is located in the historic center of the large square of Vercelli. (Photo below).

– 2013 : the JAKOB LORBER ASSOCIATION transforms the entire work
THE NEW REVELATION in eBook (electronic books), which are
distributed by the online Platform SIMPLICISSIMUS. The
conversion is carried out for free by Ing. Galimberti Dario from
Milan. Over 500 ebooks were sold from 2013 to 2014.
– 2014 : the Publisher "JESUS 'The New Revelation" donates 1400 Lorber’s books to 250 prisons.
– 2015 : from 1995 to 2015, many members have dropped out, but just as many new members
have arrived. In about 20 years, Lorber’s Italian members and sympathizers have
remained on average 70 throughout Italy and it is thanks to their offers that are paid the
Website, the monthly Journal, the revisions, computers, printers, etc. In Italy tens of
thousands of Lorber’s books have been sold. In the Site http://www.jakoblorber.it.
there is the entire Opera in 36 free PDF books (highly demanded).
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MISCELLANEOUS
In the Site http://www.jakoblorber.it – Università di Dio – FILMATI, there are six short-film
called: IL SOLE E’ UN RIFLETTORE DI LUCE (THE SUN IS 'A REFLECTOR LIGHT) – PERCHÉ LA LUNA
MOSTRA LA STESSA FACCIA (WHY THE MOON SHOWS THE SAME FACE) – LE “STRANE” LUNE DI
NETTUNO (THE "ODD" MOONS OF NEPTUNE) – L’UNIVERSO CREATO DA DIO (THE UNIVERSE
CREATED BY GOD) – SVELATI I “MISTERI” DELLA SFINGE (DISCLOSED THE SPHINX’ "MYSTERIES") –
LA CAUSA DELL’ALTA E BASSA MAREA (THE CAUSE OF THE EBB AND FLOW).

In the Site http://www.jakoblorber.it – Università di Dio – SCHEDE, there are 9 colour cards
called: CORPO (BODY) – ANIMA (SOUL) – SPIRITO (SPIRIT) – DISTACCO DELL'ANIMA ALLA MORTE
(THE SOUL’S DETACHMENT AT DEATH) – ALIMENTAZIONE (FEEDING) – UOMO COSMICO (COSMIC
MAN) – GLOBO COSMICO O UNIVERSO (COSMIC GLOBE OR UNIVERSE) – IL CICLO DELLA VITA
(THE CYCLE OF LIFE) – LA LUNA E' ABITATA (AND THE MOON IS INHABITED).

In the Site http://www.jakoblorber.it – Libri gratuiti – SATURNO (pdf), there are 49 color
drawings of plants, animals and so on. (Some examples below:)

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MEETINGS IN ITALY
Every year is held a national meeting, sometimes even 2. In these Meetings various THEMES are
discussed, but - unfortunately - each participant expresses his point of view based on what he
remembers from the reading of Lorber’s work, and Therefore ALL the participants go home with
VARIOUS viewpoints, often conflicting with each other.
Only this year, 2015, the president of the Association has politely asked his German friend Schlätz
Wilfried to participate in the Meeting of March 14 to 15 in Rimini, in order to "learn" from him HOW
the spiritual Meetings must be organized so that the partecipants go back home with only one Truth,
and not with different assumptions as it has occurred in Italy for years.
Nowadays the Meetings are held in the town of Rimini, as it is easy-to-get-to from the North and the
South of Italy, besides the fact that in Rimini there is a group of ‘s friends very good at organizing
Meetings in a suitable Hotel. Pazzini Alfio coordinates the group.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Dear Lorber’s friends from all over the world,
waiting to receive news from the presidents and / or heads of groups of other nations, in order to
publish them in the upcoming Journals JAKOB LORBER INTERNATIONAL, and so get to know
each other a bit 'better before starting "universal", constructive dialogue I greet you all fraternally.
Joseph & Jesus (his Partner since 1995)
Venice, March 15, 2015
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"LATEST NEWS" FROM JAKOB LORBER INTERNATIONAL
In the next Journal no.02 we will publish the names of Lorber’s friends who volunteered to
translate for FREE. Here are the new e-mails arrived from three countries.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1) Romano from ITALY:
Thank you for your wonderful initiative, I wish to receive the world journal. A big hug.
2) Adriaan from NEDERLAND:
Dear Giuseppe, Yes, I am very curious to the new magazine! God Bless You!
3) Wilfried from GERMANY:
Jakob Lorber International (2) - (JLI)
1. There are friends of Jesus’NEW REVELATION through Jakob Lorber who place their trust on
the knowledge of nowadays astronomy and astrophysics and believe, therefore, that for
example on the rear side of the Moon, on Saturn, on Uranus, and especially on our planetary
sun there can be neither material plants, nor material animals or men.
2. Jesus of Jakob Lorber: [GEJ.04_105,01] 1. (The Lord :) "You see, in the same way as men now,
because of their love for themselves, because of their desire for domination coming out of it, are
getting saturated with any matter in such a way that it will take many thousands of thousands of
years before they can completely get rid of it, so once there were also some spirits, created
since the beginning, which as well, because of the stimulus put in them, became oversaturated
with love for themselves, too selfish, arrogant and finally saturated with thirst for power, and the
consequence was that they turned into the barest matter.
3. These fallen spirits and prisoners in the matter can be released only on the graduate scale of
material minerals, plants, animals and humans through the development of the natural soul.
4. Therefore the inner [and] respectively outer surfaces of all cosmic bodies come to full maturity are
habitable by plants, animals and men: so are those of the Primordial Central Sun (PCS), of the
Galactic Central Suns (GCS), of the Central Suns of the Star Clusters (CSSC), of the Central
Suns of Planetary Systems (CSPS), of the Planetary Suns (PS), of the planets, of the moons and
of the moons of the moon as well as of Saturn’s both large rings because otherwise there would
be no liberation for the primordial spirits fallen prisoners in the repsective cosmic body.
5. Therefore there are errors in thinking in the "evidences", hypotheses and assumptions of
nowadays astrophysics and astronomy that have yet to be examined and discussed in detail.
Joseph’s reply: «Dear Wilfried, a reader had written to our Association:" I believe in
science when it says that "the Moon and Saturn are NOT inhabited”.
To answer "pretty convincingly," I had done a fair scientific research, and the result was
published on the Italian journal no 147, 2010.
Since this answer demonstrates that scientists "say NO today" and "tomorrow say
YES” (and this because of "new discoveries"), then it will be useful to the readers of
JAKOB LORBER INTERNATIONAL in case one day "someone" will tell them that "Lorber
wrote fantasies".
And after they have read the "new" SCIENTIFIC DISCOVERIES communicated by
scientists themselves, then many will "believe LESS in Science and MORE 'in Lorber”.
So far, I publish only the drawings, as the complete answer is being translated in
German, English and Portuguese, and will be published in the next Journal no. 02».
Bye and thanks by “g&G".
“FUND” JAKOB LORBER INTERNATIONAL
THANKS to supporters : Doris Waldach, Peter Pitz, Singer Maria.
Offers € 80,00
translation COSTS € 134,20
FUND – € 54,20

IBAN

IT13R0306936193074000054630
BIC (SWIFT) BCITITMM

BANK : INTESA SAN PAOLO
VESCO GIUSEPPE, VIA VETREGO, 148 - 30035 MIRANO (Venezia)
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